
  

February 2020 Spring 2 

Welcome back! 
In the classroom this year the teachers are Miss Stead supported by Mrs Wilson and Mrs Jones.  

The school doors open at 8:35am, with the children ready for a 8:45am start. Year 3 would 
especially love to win the attendance awards this year, so see you bright and early! 

Welcome back! I hope you all 
had a lovely break and are 

ready to learn!  

 

We would like to take the  

opportunity to let you know 
about some of the things we 
will be learning about this half 

term. 

 

Our work in  

Science will focus 

on animals  

including humans. 

The children will be 

learning about the 

different purpose 

of the skeleton and 

explaining the  

importance of a nutritious and 

balanced diet. 

They will be continuing to use  

their prediction and scientific  

enquiry skills to answer  

various scientific questions. 

 

In Geography the children will 

be learning about how people’s 

lives vary due to weather and why 

water is such a valuable  

commodity . 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

Important information 

Weekly homework will consist of most weeks: 

1. Reading book—minimum of 3 times a week 

2. Spellings 

3. English 

4. Maths 

Homework:  

Given out: Wednesday 

Due in: Monday 

 

PE Kit to be brought in at the         

beginning of the half term and will be 

kept in school for the half term. 

PE kit: - burgundy shorts, white            

t-shirt and black pumps. Plain jumper 

and black or blue tracksuit bottoms.  

Spelling Test - Monday 

Reading books -                          

Remember our target is to read  

daily! Please bring book bags in 

regularly so your child can have 

their books changed.  

PE:  

Monday and Friday 

 

 

Things to remember 

 

 

 

 

In English we will be  

writing a non  

chronological report, which 

will use our knowledge of  

ancient Egypt. The children 

will also be learning about 

various grammatical features;  

Headings, photographs, cap-

tions,  third person 

and past tense. 

 

In Maths we will be  

focusing on  

multiplication and  

division and statistics.  

Looking at bar charts 

pictograms and tables 

and solving problems. 

 

If you have any questions or 

queries , please do not  

hesitate to contact a member 

of  our Year 3 team. 

Our Class Novel 

this term is; The 

boy who grew 

dragons! 


